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| NEED A SNAPPY TITLE FOR MY DAY CHAPTER/EVIDENCE MANIPULATION 

This chapter is almost ready to stand as written... But | will need to add more on 

the manipulation of the evidence. Most obvious is to draw in Day’s (Dallas police) 

manufacturing of the evidence on the rifle from the dead Oswald. . . 

*** Note | believe that this Day Chpt. stands as it is. ..None of this appears in 

“Breach.” 

1. Hoover to Dallas, SAC 10/6/’64. 62-109060-NR (Section 91 EBF) What is 

reflected here is Hoover’s animus toward Truly for his criticism (implied or 

not) re: FBI’s failure to protect the alleged crime scene (6" floor). | have this 

in the Day Chpt. wa \ 

1A. Notes from DiEugenio on the lifting of LHO’s palm print from the dead 

a 

. .He makes 2 points (Drain 

K1 returned to Dallas on 11/24 

1/24 after news of Oswald’s death. . 

uggsie (Part 6) that Wade made no 

comment on LHO’s palm print to press until 11/24 ...but he does on Sunday 

night (after the lift). . . 

Note more from DiE where Day in WCR in Vol. 4, p. 273 says he took photo 

of palm print at 9:00-9:30 P.M. But does evidence note that Drain picked up 

K1 at 3:40P.M. (Check out). See also Drain remarks that Day getting 

pressure had to take extreme steps like lifting off the corpse. . .(not exactly 

what Drain said. . . but the intent was there). . . P. 109 from Book. 

2. Washing out the limo at Parkland Hosp. . destroying more potential 

.DiEnotes on p. 15 of pié 

evidence... 

3. Photos of the alleged crime scene. . . 

4. No noticeable value 

5. Contaminating the crime scene/ also Kurtz notes see 6. For more on 

compromising the crime scene. . . 

6. More on reconstructing the crime scene. . . after it was rearranged. . .It was 

reconstructed on 11/25 according to Day...



Day chapter/ Work up P. 2 

- Key FBI Report 105-82555-505 (Section 21). .. .Notes that Day s the one 

who discovered the bag the alleged K1 was brought into the TSBD. . . Day 

was the guy who discovered it. .. How convenient. . .Report made by 

Vince Drain on 11/29/63 ***** Another coup by Day...


